Do you SUPPORT the WAR on IRAQ?
Why not test the merits of your decision to support the war.
Prove to yourself that you made an informed decision.
Courtesy of TvNewsLies.org
Please answer the following questions:
When you decided to support the war were you aware of the following verified facts? Check yes/no.
Yes No Were you aware of this fact?
When Colin Powell made his 1st presentation to the UN Security Council the primary “Intelligence”
evidence that he provided was a 12 year old thesis, written by a college student who had never been to Iraq?
This thesis was taken off of the Internet.
The evidence the US presented to the UN Inspectors proving that Iraq was trying to purchase nuclear
materials from Niger turned out to be FORGERIES! In other words, made up, false evidences. Lies.
Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld was sent to Iraq in the late 80s, by Ronald Reagan, for the purpose
of helping to arm Iraq. He was instrumental in allowing American companies to supply Iraq with Anthrax
and up to 80 other biological and chemical agents.
Since 1986 the United States has used its VETO power in the UN Security Council 31 times.
Since 1986 France has used its Veto power in the UN Security Council 3 times.
The idea to attack Iraq was outlined in a plan by a think tank called the Project for a New American Century
(PNAC) in the late 90s.
10 members of PNAC are now in the Whitehouse, including Dick Cheney, Donald Rumsfeld, Richard
Perle, Paul Wolfowitz, etc.
The PNAC plan said.
"The process of transformation," the plan; "is likely to be a long one, absent some catastrophic and
catalyzing event-like a new Pearl Harbor."
After Bush took office intelligence agencies (CIA, FBI) had been told to "back off" from investigations
involving other members of the Bin Laden family, the Saudi royals, and possible Saudi links to the
acquisition of nuclear weapons by Pakistan.
On 3/17/2001 Colin Powell announced a $43 million gift to the Taliban.
Money connections between Bush Republicans and Osama bin Laden go way back and the political and
economic connections have remained unbroken for 20 years.
To date there has not been one Iraqi member of Al Quaeda identified.
Osama Bin Laden offered to use his troops to oust Saddam’s troops from Kuwait during the 1st gulf conflict.
He was angered that Americans were on Saudi holy soil. This was one of the main reasons for his anger at
the US.
The so called “No Fly Zones” are not recognized by the UN, they were imposed by the US, Britain and
France, although France no longer participates in securing them.
In the late 90s Dick Cheney lobbied to have the sanctions on Iraq lifted so that his company, Haliburton, can
do more business with them.
Prior to the sanctions imposed after the 1st gulf War, Iraq used a portion of its oil money to provide free
education, including college, and free health care for all it’s population including women. The US oil
company profits go directly to oil company executives and to Republican campaigns.
Iraq had the highest literacy rate in the Arab world, higher than the US.
Prior to the 1st Gulf War Britain was assisting Kuwait in slant drilling, essentially drilling into the field of
and stealing Iraq’s oil.
Critics of the 1st Gulf War well recall how, just prior to Saddam's invasion of Kuwait, President Bush (Sr.)
dispatched Ambassador April Glaspie to visit Saddam with a letter and a "wink and a nod" telling the Iraqi
leader that it was OK to invade his smaller neighbor.
On 9/11/2001 3000 people were killed and the Weapon of Mass Destruction used was the infamous Box
Cutter!!!
If someone wants to kill you, they will find a way. Anything can be a weapon, even a box cutter. A smartly
spent day at a Coke bottling plant can kill thousands. Are you aware that it is smarter and easier to make
people not want to kill you, than to hide every thing that they can kill you with?
Research materials on these facts can be found at http://TvNewsLies.org.
----- ----- Total up each column.
If you score less than 10 in the yes column perhaps you could question your decision making process.
An opinion based a gut feeling might be harmless when picking a Superbowl winner, but when you are
considering war, killing/murder; you would better serve Humanity if you get the facts.
If you scored 10 or higher and you still support attacking Iraq, all I can say is I respect your decision but I
question your ethics.
Thank you for taking the time to read this.

